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Abstract

The current study explores how fantasy sports gambling activity and fantasy sports technology
use (e.g., fantasy sports smart-phone applications, fantasy sports websites, etc.) contributes to
addictive fantasy sports behavior and an addictive fantasy sports culture. A video documentary
consisting of confidential, silhouette lighted and voice-altered interviews with fantasy sports
users, along with on-camera interviews with addiction professionals, as well as various video
footage of fantasy sports behavior illustrates the presence of addictive fantasy sports behavior
that requires more attention. The purpose of the video documentary project is two-fold: First,
the documentary assesses the claim that fantasy sports users’ addiction to fantasy sports is a
common result of fantasy sports gambling, commonly found in Daily Fantasy Sports (DFS), but
is also present in Traditional Fantasy Sports (TFS). Secondly, the documentary investigates how
fantasy sports users’ interaction with fantasy sports technology contributes to a culture of fantasy
sports addiction.
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Introduction

North America’s fascination with fantasy sports, or games where participants act as
general managers or owners of their own sports teams (Dwyer & Kim, 2011) made up of real-life
professional sports athletes, is at an all-time high. These fantasy sports include the most popular
professional sports today (Farquhar & Meeds, 2007): National Football League (NFL), Major
League Baseball (MLB), National Basketball Association (NBA), National Hockey League
(NHL), Professional Golfers’ Association (PGA) and the National Association for Stock Car
Auto Racing (NASCAR). Since 2003, the number of fantasy sports players in North America
has grown from 15.2 million, to an estimated 56.8 million in 2015 (e.g., Figure 1; “Industry
demographics,” n.d.).
Figure 1.
Number of North American fantasy sports players by year (in Millions)
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Source: “Industry Demographics”, n.d.
Fantasy sports players in North America are also spending more money on fantasy sports
activity. Since 2012, the amount of money spent by fantasy sports participants on Daily Fantasy
Sports (DFS) leagues (one day or one week fantasy sports leagues with no season long
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commitment required), Traditional Fantasy Sports (TFS) leagues (season long fantasy sports
leagues) and fantasy sports materials (e.g., online premium websites, fantasy sports magazines,
draft boards with labels, cheat sheets/draft kits, draft software, tablet/smartphone applications,
etc.) has grown from an average of $80 per year to $465 per year in 2015 (Figure 2; “Industry
demographics,” n.d.).
Figure 2
Average fantasy sports players' fantasy sports expenses (per year in U.S. Dollars)
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Source: “Industry Demographics”, n.d.
Numbers like these are fascinating, considering that fantasy sports participants’ or users’ (e.g.,
those who play fantasy sports) success in the activity is dependent on the performance results of
real-life athletes and sports teams the fantasy sports users claim as their own for fantasy sports
purposes.
Fantasy sports have a history that goes back several years, as suggested by the example of
American novelist and poet Jack Kerouac and his fascination with fantasy baseball. When
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Kerouac was 24 years old in 1946, he developed his own form of fantasy baseball with a set of
cards he created (McGrath, 2009). He modified the cards with more detail circa 1953-56 to
include detailed descriptions of fantasy baseball teams with imaginary names, such as the “New
York Chevvies” or the “Boston Fords” along with imaginary players like Wino Love, Warby
Pepper and Zagg Parker (McGrath, 2009). Kerouac also developed different formulas as a
scoring system for his fantasy baseball teams (McGrath, 2009). Fantasy sports users are
exhibiting a similar dedication towards fantasy sports participation today that Kerouac had
shown towards his fantasy baseball leagues years ago.
Fantasy sports users’ strong participation and dedication towards fantasy sports activities
in contemporary society often involves sports gambling/betting behavior by fantasy sports users.
Questions remain as to whether or not fantasy sports (e.g., DFS leagues are at the forefront of the
fantasy gambling controversy, although TFS leagues also include gambling behavior) should be
considered as a form of gambling and whether or not they should be regulated. Commissioners
of the NFL, MLB and NBA all stand behind fantasy sports and sports betting. However, as of
November 2015, opinions between the three major professional sports commissioners differ
when it comes to regulating fantasy sports gambling. NFL commissioner Roger Goodell
supports fantasy sports leagues, but does not support legalizing or regulating sports betting
(Gouker, 2015). NBA commissioner Adam Silver also supports fantasy sports leagues, however,
in contrast to Goodell, Silver is actively calling for regulation and legalization of fantasy sports
leagues and sports betting (Gouker, 2015). MLB commissioner Rob Manfred’s opinion
regarding the regulation of fantasy sports betting is somewhat between Goodell’s and Silver’s.
Manfred stands behind the fantasy sports industry, however, although he has not actively
supported sports betting regulation, he has hinted at the possibility (Gouker, 2015).
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The fantasy sports industry, DFS leagues in particular, have recently been under legal
scrutiny, as evidenced by the Illinois court case of Langone v. Kaiser & FanDuel Inc. (2013).
Illinois attorney Christopher Langone contested the legality of paid DFS leagues, arguing that the
profits generated by DFS website FanDuel fell within the parameters of the Illinois Loss
Recovery Act (Langone v. Kaiser & FanDuel Inc., 2013). Langone argued that FanDuel’s DFS
league contests were illegal under Illinois state law because the contests allegedly involved more
luck than skill. He sought to recover third-party gambling losses by DFS participants like
Illinois resident Sean Clement, from FanDuel and Illinois resident Patrick Kaiser, a successful
DFS participant (Langone v. Kaiser & FanDuel Inc., 2013). Ultimately, the federal district court
in Illinois decided to dismiss the lawsuit on procedural grounds, concluding that Langone did not
assert that he could recover more than the minimum $75,000 for jurisdiction in federal court, and
that FanDuel was not a “gambling” winner based on the Illinois Recovery Act, but simply an
online gaming site operator (Langone v. Kaiser & FanDuel Inc., 2013).
Overall, fantasy sports users show a higher tendency for higher sport media viewership
(Drayer, Shapiro, Dwyer, Morse, & White 2010; Dwyer, Shapiro, & Drayer, 2011). The higher
sports media viewership exhibited by fantasy sports users’ participation habits towards fantasy
sports is similar to the participation behaviors exhibited by online video gamers towards online
video games or gamblers toward making bets. This heightened participation in fantasy sports
activity, along with the competitive and gambling risk-reward nature of fantasy sports, as well as
increased accessibility to fantasy sports technology (e.g., fantasy sports applications, websites,
TV networks, etc.) opens up the possibility for fantasy sports participants to become addicted to
fantasy sports activity.
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Before beginning to explore the addictive nature of fantasy sports, it is important to
develop a functional definition of addiction for the purpose of this study. Addiction can be
defined for this study by using the criteria from the DSM-5 manual that falls under “SubstanceRelated and Addictive Disorders” (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). The chapter
includes gambling disorder as a condition for behavioral addictions (American Psychiatric
Association, 2013), which is relevant for use in the examination of addictive fantasy sports
behavior. Internet gaming disorder is another addictive disorder that reflects the scientific
literature on resistant and recurrent Internet game activity (American Psychiatric Association,
2013). New DSM-5 criteria states that Internet gaming disorder involves a persistent and
recurrent use of the Internet to engage in games, leading to significant impairment or distress,
shown through five or more criteria within a 12-month period (American Psychiatric
Association, 2013).
Other definitions of addiction beyond the DSM-5 (American Psychiatric Association,
2013) relate more specifically to fantasy sports media. Sussman and Sussman (2011) define
addiction as it relates to new media like fantasy sports as a series of complex associated
behaviors that may be engaged within to continue to achieve fulfilling effects, or some sort of
reward. Addictive behavior towards new media may be used to compromise for a lack of control
or lack of accomplishment in another aspect of an individual’s life (Sussman & Sussman, 2011).
A definition for fantasy sports addiction for the purpose of this research takes into consideration
the above suggestions for defining addiction (Sussman & Sussman, 2011; American Psychiatric
Association, 2013) as it relates to fantasy sports activity. We can approach a functional
definition for fantasy sports addiction for this specific research as being the insistent and
repeated use of fantasy sports or participation within fantasy sports over a 12-month period that a
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fantasy sports user feels offers a feeling of personal accomplishment, monetary reward, and/or
fulfills a personal need for control, that results in negative consequences of emotional distress,
limitless use of fantasy sports technology and uncontrollable gambling behavior. With a
functional definition for addiction being established for the purpose of this research, it is possible
to investigate the relevant literature regarding fantasy sports behavior and activity and how it
relates to similar behaviors exhibited through online video gaming and gambling activity.
When investigating the potential addictive nature of fantasy sports activity, it is
imperative to review relevant literature surrounding the motivations for fantasy sports
participation and viewership, as well as investigate the growing fantasy sports league industry
and its potentially addictive characteristics for fantasy sports participants. Equally as important
is the investigation of relevant addiction literature regarding other activities like online video
gaming and gambling, and how the addictive aspects of those activities relate to fantasy sports
activity. The analysis of both relevant fantasy and addiction literature provides an understanding
about the addictive nature of fantasy sports. This literature for this study was used as a guide and
driving force for a video documentary project that explores the addictive nature of fantasy sports
participation.
This video project, titled Culture of Fantasy Sports: An Insider View of Addictive
Behavior in Fantasy Sports, explores the gambling opportunities available for fantasy sports
users that are commonly found in DFS, but are also present in TFS leagues. This video also
examines how gambling on fantasy sports can become an addictive behavior and how fantasy
sports technology plays a role in developing an addictive fantasy sports culture. This video
project is especially useful in a variety of ways. First, it provides a lens into what fantasy sports
participation by fantasy sports users looks like by visually documenting an insider perspective of
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the activity. Audiences who watch this documentary can develop an understanding of all the
work that goes into fantasy sports activity and how serious fantasy sports participants can
become by viewing the different behavior’s exhibited by fantasy sports participants. Second, by
documenting an insider view into fantasy sports participation, audiences have the ability to
explore the addictive nature of fantasy sports as a whole. Finally, the finished video
documentary project provides professional support options for those struggling with addictive
fantasy sports behavior to follow and get help.
The purpose of this video documentary project is two-fold: First, the documentary
assesses the claim that fantasy sports users’ addiction to fantasy sports is a common result of
fantasy sports gambling, commonly found in DFS, but also present in TFS. Secondly, the
documentary investigates how fantasy sports users’ interaction with fantasy sports technology
contributes to a culture of fantasy sports addiction. When developing a video documentary that
examines the correlation between fantasy sports gambling and an addiction to fantasy sports, as
well as documents the role that fantasy sports technology plays in helping contribute to a culture
of fantasy sports addiction, it was important to first investigate the relevant literature regarding
fantasy sports and addiction.
Literature Review
Fantasy Sports Motivation for Participation and Presence of Gambling
Another way to define “fantasy sports” is a competition involving individuals creating
and organizing teams from a pool of real-world athletes from variety of professional sports (Hill
& Woo, 2011). Scholarly fantasy sports research has been growing in recent years with the
expansion of fantasy sports on the global scale. Much of this research has focused on different
motivations for participation in the activity.
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Larkin (2015) applied cognitive evaluation theory (CET) to evaluate whether fantasy
sports users’ (FSUs) method of viewing and playing fantasy sports (e.g., at home via television,
mobile devices or in-person at a professional sports game) was dictated by their motivations for
participation. Results of Larkin’s (2015) study showed that there were significant intentions by
fantasy sports participants to view sport events involving fantasy sports at home due to the
presence of explicit or conscious motives. Such motives are greatly impacted by social demand
and normative pressure, and include knowledge application (e.g., decision-making), competition,
prize acquisition and a substitute for a favorite real World team losing (Larkin, 2015). The fact
that participants choose to stay at home to participate in fantasy sports is interesting to evaluate
in the context of a study regarding the correlation between fantasy sports and addictive behavior.
For example, a typical fantasy sports participant often chooses to watch professional
football games at home on Sunday rather than at the game itself. Part of this is that the average
cost of attending a professional football game has significantly increased over the years.
According to The Fan Cost Index (“Fan Cost Index*,” n.d.), the cost for taking a family of four
to a professional football game is around $480. However, another major reason for increased
fantasy sports participation at home that ties into the results of Larkin’s (2015) study is due to the
fantasy sports industry’s emphasis on developing technologies that allow fantasy sports users to
access readily available fantasy sports information. Fantasy football smartphone applications
like the ESPN Fantasy Football App, the NFL Fantasy Football app and the Yahoo Fantasy
Sports app are all examples of how the fantasy sports industry uses mobile technology to
generate increased interest in fantasy sports. Along with these fantasy smartphone applications
are television networks dedicated to providing fantasy sports information. For example, NFL
Network’s Red Zone Channel provides simulcast coverage of all individual scoring plays for
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Sunday afternoon football games airing on network stations CBS and Fox. Having up-to-theminute access to every single scoring play made, thereby knowing how one’s individual fantasy
sports team is performing, could easily satisfy the explicit motives satisfied at home that Larkin
refers to. The constant use of fantasy sports smartphone applications by fantasy sports users, as
well as fantasy sports users’ continuous viewing of TV networks that provide massive amounts
of fantasy information like the Red Zone channel, ultimately helps develop a culture of fantasy
sports behavior that is obsessive and potentially addictive.
Other studies investigate fantasy sports participation and differing modes of fantasy
sports viewership. Dwyer and Drayer (2010) evaluated different modes for fantasy sports
participation by fantasy sports users and found that users who were more engaged in fantasy
sports, or fantasy-dominant consumers, watched more NFL games and showed a stronger level
of attachment towards individual fantasy players instead of their favorite teams. In other words,
a fantasy-dominant participant may favor the player on their fantasy team scoring points, even if
it is against his or her favorite team. Others like Farquhar and Meeds (2007) examined the
different motivations for participation by online fantasy sports users by applying a uses and
gratifications (UGT) framework and Q-methodology, or quantitative means for examining
human subjectivity.
UGT research on sports fanship (e.g., fantasy sports participation) often finds motivations
like social interaction, surveillance, escape, arousal and entertainment to be present (Farquar &
Meeds, 2007). Results of the study showed that fantasy sports participants often fell into two
motivational categories: surveillance and arousal (Farquhar & Meed, 2007). Participants
motivated by arousal mostly enjoyed victory rather than dwelled on defeat, and saw fantasy
sports as a game of chance (Farquhar & Meeds, 2007). In contrast, participants motivated via
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surveillance viewed fantasy sports skillful in nature, enjoyed working with statistics and used
strategies for team creation (Farquhar & Meeds, 2007).
Fantasy sports participants motivated by surveillance are the types of fantasy sports
players who become obsessed with fantasy activity. Obsession in regards to fantasy sports
activity means that the fantasy sports users becomes so heavily involved in fantasy sports activity
that he or she develops a negative outcome or consequence. For example, Baltimore resident
David Devaney, who on a family trip to Massachusetts pulled a car over to the side of a road of a
mountainous drive and climbed up rocks to get a phone signal in order to make a last second
lineup change to his fantasy football team (Carter, 2012). Devaney admitted that this was the
lowest point of his fantasy sports experience, as it resulted in personal humiliation and his
eventual quitting of fantasy sports altogether (Carter, 2012). Another example of obsession is
the case of Davis Mattek, who started quarterback Johnny Manziel in his lineup, with the
expectation of a big fantasy point outcome (Ramirez, 2015). However, Manziel performed
terribly, costing Mattek thousands of dollars for his choice (Ramirez, 2015). Mattek shows
obsession with fantasy sports when he decides his only way to make up his money was to bet his
way out of a financial hole and spend over his betting limit he set for himself (Ramirez, 2015).
More individuals are beginning to play fantasy sports at a younger age and with greater
frequency, allowing for the obsessive and potentially addictive aspects of fantasy sports to
become recurring issues. Brown, Billings and Ruihley (2012) suggest that that younger fantasy
sports participants consumed 4.2 more hours of sports media per week and were more likely to
play fantasy sports because of entertainment, enjoyment and most significantly, surveillance
desires. Surveillance in the context of fantasy sports includes behaviors by fantasy sports users
like gathering fantasy sports information, working with statistics, and keeping informed with
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real-world sports (Farquhar & Meeds, 2007). As previously mentioned by Farquhar and Meeds
(2007), surveillance seems to be a common theme for more involved fantasy sports participants
and can be considered a leading factor for fantasy sports obsession and potential addiction to the
activity. This is especially troubling as younger demographics of fantasy sports participants are
beginning to exhibit these behaviors (Brown et al., 2012). A key motivational factor to consider
when examining the addictive nature of fantasy sports is the perceptions of gambling and money
spent on fantasy sports activity, particularly within DFS leagues, but also within TFS leagues.
Hill and Woo (2011) discuss industry issues like gambling or the idea of paying to be part
of a fantasy sports league as opposed to it being free. Their research talks about how the practice
of fantasy sports resembles a form of gambling behavior (Hill & Woo, 2011). Of the 13 fantasy
sports players taking part in their study, nine of the fantasy player participants admitted that
gambling is an important issue for the fantasy sports industry to pay attention to (Hill & Woo,
2011). Another example is a recent study by Martin and Nelson (2014) that examined how a
college student’s fantasy sports involvement relates to gambling problems. The results of the
study showed that of those who participate in fantasy sports, more than 40 percent played for
money. Studies like this (Martin & Nelson, 2014) show that a high number of fantasy sports
participants are playing fantasy sports for money and suggest that playing fantasy sports for
money could be a potential contributing factor for gambling-related problems for fantasy sports
users and lead to more addictive behaviors.
The recent rise of the DFS industry may also be partially responsible for potential
addictive fantasy behavior by participants, because DFS leagues often involve fantasy play for
money like gambling. DFS leagues are a growing alternative to TFS leagues where instead of
drafting one team full of real-life professional sports players and operating that team for the
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course of a full season, participants take part in one-day contests. Some journalists say that if
traditional season-long fantasy leagues are akin to long-term investments, DFS leagues are akin
to slot machines (Harwell, 2015). With the earliest DFS leagues less than ten years old (“The
Evolution of Daily Fantasy Sports,” n.d.), DFS leagues are already changing the fantasy gaming
culture and leading to changes for laws regarding sports betting and gambling (Heitner, 2015).
Both online TFS leagues, and online DFS leagues, are exempt from the Unlawful Internet
Gambling Enforcement Act of 2006 (UIGEA), which is the United States legislation regulating
online gambling. The reason for the exemption is because fantasy sports are considered games
of skill and not games of chance (Smith, 2013). Fantasy sports are allowed to provide payout
winnings to participants because the federal government does not define fantasy sports activity
as an illegal form of gambling (Heitner, 2015). However, this does not mean that there is a lack
of potential addictive activity within TFS leagues or DFS leagues.
Fantasy sports participants who play TFS for money usually pay a set amount league
entry fee. That fee is typically pooled with all other fantasy league players’ entry fees into one
large money pot. Winnings are then usually distributed via first (highest winning amount),
second (second highest winning amount) or third place (third highest winning amount;
sometimes this is simply winning back the original fee spent to enter the league) based on results
of all the league’s fantasy sports teams’ seasons. DFS leagues are slightly different in regards to
fantasy league fees and winning payouts. DFS leagues often have entry fees (e.g., buy-ins) or
deposits for membership within a contest that involve higher payouts. Once participants buy into
a DFS league contest, they choose players for their contest based on a salary cap they are given
with hope that those players will score the most points and result in significant financial payouts
via cash prizes. Relating the idea of financial gain as a form of gambling behavior within TFS
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and DFS leagues to the addictive fantasy sports behavior, research responses from Farquhar and
Meeds’ (2007) study on fantasy sports users and their motivations for participation suggests that
fantasy sports are addictive for participants in a similar way to gambling. In essence, fantasy
sports, like gambling, create hope for fantasy sports players that victory is just around the corner
or imminent (Farquhar & Meeds, 2007).
There have been television shows and video documentaries illustrating how dedicated
fantasy sports participants are towards fantasy sports. The League, which is an FX sitcom from
creators Jeff and Jackie Schaffer, shares a fictional representation of fantasy sports behavior.
Although the characters on the show are not real, their behavior towards fantasy sports activity is
representative of common behaviors exhibited by fantasy sports participants. From a nonfictional perspective, Perfect Lineup: A DFS Documentary, a film by Jason Baumgardner (2015)
is the first documentary that looks at the people who play DFS, its history, the growth of DFS as
an industry, as well as what it takes to be successful playing DFS. However, it does not
specifically address DFS as a contributing factor to gambling addiction and seems to be more of
an informative piece describing DFS.
Local news reports have brought attention to fantasy sports and addictive gambling
behavior. WKBT-TV out of LaCrosse, Wisconsin aired a story called, Fantasy Sports and
Gambling Addiction that briefly investigates how DFS websites like DraftKings and FanDuel
help enable those with gambling addictions towards addictive fantasy behavior (“Fantasy Sports
and Gambling Addiction,” 2015). The report suggests that DFS league play within leagues like
DraftKings and FanDuel can trigger an addiction to fantasy sports for those with a history
gambling addiction, because DFS leagues offer the potential for a large financial payout
(“Fantasy Sports and Gambling Addiction,” 2015). A KDKA report from Pittsburgh,
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Pennsylvania titled, Fantasy Sports Not All Fun & Games For Some details how fantasy sports is
a dangerous addictive behavior for some fantasy sports participants and how the growing
addiction is proving to be costly (Highfield, 2015). For example, KDKA’s news report
interviews a man named Duvalier Johnson, who has personal ties with an individual who has lost
$10,000 from DFS league contests and still continues to play (Highfield, 2015). Gambling is
most common in DFS leagues, but TFS leagues also hold potential for gambling behavior. For
example, a fantasy sports user’ in a TFS league can make bets with other fantasy sports players
within the league over weekly head-to-head matchups with those other fantasy players. The fact
that TFS leagues often include entry fees to participate in the league is also considered a form of
season-long gambling, because the fantasy sports participant is risking losing all money he or she
spent for the season-long league if they do not win, or place high (e.g., runner-up, third place,
depending on league) at the end of the season.
The above research on fantasy sports provided a foundation for the development of the
video documentary project Culture of Fantasy Sports: An Insider View of Addictive Behavior in
Fantasy Sports, that investigates the addictive nature of fantasy sports behavior because it
provides insight into the range of motivations for participation within fantasy sports. The focus
of the video project was to investigate the how gambling behaviors within TFS and DFS leagues
contribute to potentially addictive fantasy sports behavior. The growth of fantasy sports are
creating opportunities for fantasy sports participants to make money via uncertain real-life
professional sports outcomes, either through season-long fantasy sports leagues (e.g., TFS) or
through one-day/one-week fantasy sports contests (e.g., DFS). This gambling behavior can
come with potentially damaging costs to individuals who become addicted to fantasy sports. The
sports betting activity within fantasy sports leagues draw similar characteristics to gambling,
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which contributes to a broader scholarly conversation on fantasy sports activity. Even though
there have been news stories dedicated to briefly discussing the presence of fantasy sports
gambling and addiction (“Fantasy Sports and Gambling Addiction,” 2015; Highfield, 2015), the
video documentary project takes a more thorough approach when addressing fantasy sports
gambling addiction issues. To fully understand how the addictive behavior of fantasy sports
participants develops through fantasy sports participation and gambling behavior, an
investigation into relevant literature on addiction involved with other activities is necessary. For
instance, similar addictive behaviors exhibited by fantasy sports participants are common within
the video gaming community.
Addictive Behavior within the Online Video Gaming Industry
The concept of Internet addiction is becoming more accepted as a legitimate clinical
disorder that requires treatment (Young, 2007). Kimberly Young, who is a psychology professor
at St. Bonaventure and founder of the Center for Internet Addiction believes that the idea of
running a fantasy sports team is an illusion of control and that many online addictions stem from
a frantic need to control an outcome (as cited in Carter, 2012). Young and de Abreu (2011)
proposed a neuropsychological chain model of Internet addiction involving brain reward
circuitry found in addiction, which includes the increase of dopamine when specific areas of the
brain are stimulated. Basically, a brain reward system is activated that is responsible for
producing a drug’s (e.g., fantasy sports activity in this case) addictive properties (Young & de
Abreu, 2011). This allows for users of a particular activity (e.g., fantasy sports) to exhibit
euphoric feelings during participation (Young & de Abreu, 2011). In addition to physiological
explanations for addictive behavior through activities like fantasy sports are more psychological
reasoning for addictive behavior.
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The idea of organic inferiority theory (e.g., organ inferiority) comes to mind when
thinking about why individuals exhibit addictive behaviors towards a specific activity. This
concept argues that individuals who feel inferior in one aspect of their lives will attempt to
compensate his or her feelings of inferiority by successfully gratifying another life area (Adler,
1917). Russell, Peplau, and Curtrona (1980; as cited in Young & de Abreu, 2011) suggest that
Internet use can be a form of psychological compensation for deficits in relationships, selfesteem and identity. Applying both the physical and psychological explanations for addictive
behavior to the online video game industry, which is similar to the fantasy sports industry, is
necessary for developing a deeper understanding of how fantasy sports participants become
addicted to the activity.
Excessive gaming behavior is a specific subtype of Internet addiction (Block, 2008) that
is a growing problem. The causes of online gaming addiction have been researched in a variety
of ways. Young (2009) believes that Internet use has moved from occasional use to a
preoccupation with Internet activity. Young (2009) also argues that advances in technology
draw more attention from online gamers to participate in online gaming activity. The
advancement of online gaming technology to draw more attention from online gamers (Young,
2009) is similar to how fantasy sports technology like fantasy sports smartphone applications and
online fantasy sports websites potentially influence fantasy sports users to participate in fantasy
sports. Like online gaming, learning more about how fantasy sports technology can potentially
fuel a fantasy users’ need for fantasy sports information, thereby helping contribute to a fantasy
sports addiction, is a relevant documentation within the video documentary project.
Japan’s system of video game addiction has been an issue for several years, causing those
in Japan who are addicted to online video games to seek professional support. In 2012, the
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Futoko Shien Centre, who counsels youth with various truancy issues, received 327 individual
requests for support concerning an online gaming addiction (“Online gaming addiction worsens
in Japan,” 2012). In addition, the Zenkoku Web Counseling Kyogikai, who provides Internetrelated counseling services, reported 150 requests for similar online gaming issues (“Online
gaming addiction worsens,” 2012). One example of online gaming behavior that compares well
to addictive fantasy sports behavior is how a 19 year-old Japanese vocational student’s addiction
to online video gaming through his mobile phone led the student to spend 80,000 yen ($1,017 US
Dollars) per month on video game activity (“Online gaming addiction worsens,” 2012).
Other research explores different characteristics that are typically exhibited by players
who are addicted to online gaming. Mehroof and Griffiths (2009) examined the relationship
between different personality traits like sensation seeking, self-control, aggression, neuroticism,
state and trait anxieties and online gaming addiction. Reponses from 123 university students at
East Midlands university in the U.K. show that neuroticism, sensation seeking, trait anxiety, state
anxiety and aggression were significantly associated with online gaming addiction, and that
certain personality traits were more salient in developing and maintaining an addiction to online
gaming over time (Mehroof & Griffiths, 2009).
Young (2009) explores the emergence of online gaming addiction and how it impacts the
individuals and their families. A preoccupation with gaming helps initiate the addiction process
(Young, 2009). A fantasy sports participant’s preoccupation with setting and re-setting his or her
lineups, adding and dropping free-agent fantasy sports players and constantly checking his or her
phones, tablets or other mobile devices for fantasy score updates relate to this same
preoccupation that seems to contribute to addictive behavior. Young (2009) also refers to online
gaming as an escape from real-life issues for gaming addicts. This goes back to Adler (1917)
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and how individuals who feel inferiority within their lives will then attempt to seek gratification
from another sector of their lives. This is the case with online video games where some players
escape into the gratification of the game itself (Young, 2009.) By doing so, video game players
may feel a sense of accomplishment and reward from playing the video game. Like online video
gamers, fantasy sports participants show tendencies to use fantasy sports play as an escape. For
example, a fantasy sports participant is the type of individual who avoids every day tasks (e.g.,
work, family time, home work, etc.) by escaping to their fantasy sports lineups and making
constant roster changes as if they were a real life general manager of a professional sports team.
The type of escape that fantasy sports participants get from their activity is also found
within the online gaming community through what are called, “Massively Multi-User Online
Role-Playing Games” (MMORPGs). Yee (2006) explains how MMORPGs are a new class of
Multi-User Domans (MUDS) or online environments where several users interact with one
another to achieve specific structured goals. World of Warcraft is a popular example of an
MMOPRG. There is a quite a bit of emotion and time invested by players of MMORPGs to the
activity. Yee (2006) found that MMORPG users spent an average of just under 23 hours per
week on the activity and that a quarter of respondents from the study felt his or her most
satisfying experience over the duration of a week occurred while playing the MMORPG. The
amount of time spent on MMORPGs by users is similar to 2014 fantasy sports users who were
involved with fantasy sports about 8.7 hours per week (Kaylor, 2015). Data such as this shows
that online gaming and fantasy sports have addictive qualities that lead to heavy weekly
involvement and require further observation.
Other online game addiction research provides a scale to measure forms of computer and
videogame play activity and addictions that are relatable to fantasy sports addiction. Lemmens,
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Valkenburg, and Peter (2009) used 21 items to measure seven criteria based on earlier game
addiction research, including: salience, tolerance, mood, modification, relapse, withdrawal,
conflict, and problems. They used the scale to assess the amount of gaming addiction among
adolescent Dutch video gamers (Lemmens, et al., 2009). Results from the data collected in the
study showed that approximately 2% but perhaps as high 9% of the Dutch gamers from the study
were addicted (Lemmens, et al., 2009).
Lee and LeRose (2007) looked at the consumption levels of gaming behaviors through
the lens of Bandura’s social cognitive theory, or the belief that individuals learn by observing
others experiences, social interactions and media influences, and that they use their knowledge to
guide their own behavior (Bandura, 1986). Lee and LaRose (2007) proposed and tested a sociocognitive model for video game participation that they applied to a study of 388 college
undergraduate students. The research suggested that there were elements of self-regulation in the
use of interactive media (Lee & LeRose, 2007). In essence, individuals spend large amounts of
time on video games because games provide self-reactive incentives to relive issues like
boredom, lessen loneliness, pass the time, and once again, provide escape from realistic issues
(Lee & LeRose, 2007). Studies like Lemmens et al. (2009) and Lee and LaRose’s (2007) are
useful to consider in relation to the investigation of fantasy sports addiction because they suggest
ways fantasy sports participation and addictive behavior towards fantasy sports are possible.
Their findings are also relatable to other fantasy sports studies, for example, Farquhar and
Meed’s (2007) research on the different types of fantasy sports participants and varying degrees
of motivation for participation. This research (Lee & LeRose, 2007) provides strong evidence
indicating how closely related video game addiction is to fantasy sports addiction.
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Other research into online gaming expands on the potential identification of symptoms
exhibited by those with gaming addiction and is relevant to the fantasy sports addiction
discussion as well. Van Rooij, Schoenmakers, Vermulst, Van Den Eijnden, and Van De Mheen
(2011) performed a study that attempted to identify a group of addicted online gamers through
empirical data using two samples of Dutch schoolchildren ages 13-16. Using a compulsive
Internet scale with weekly hours of online gaming and other psychosocial variables, the
researchers identified two groups of gamers: addicted heavy online gamers and non-addicted
heavy online gamers (Van Rooji et al., 2011). What the study provided in terms of psychosocial
symptoms related to addictive gaming behavior was that those who were deemed more addicted
gamers showed higher scores on depressive moods, loneliness, social anxiety and negative selfesteem, although the most significant difference between non-addicted and addicted were that
addicted gamers were more depressed (Van Rooij et al., 2011).
Additional online gaming studies mirror these results showing the symptoms of gaming
addiction that are worth considering in the context of fantasy sports addiction. Porter, Starcevic,
Berle, and Fenech (2010) worked to identify individuals with problem video game use and
compare them to those without problem video game use. Using an anonymous online survey of
1,945 participants, they found that problem video game users differed significantly from nonproblem video game users in that they played longer than planned with greater frequency, found
it easier to meet people online than in real life, and consumed more caffeine than non-addicted
gamers. The symptoms suggesting the presence of addictive video game behavior suggested in
studies like these (Porter et al., 2010; Van Rooji et al., 2001) often lead to negative
consequences.
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Young (2004) explores the major consequences as a result of Internet addiction. One
common consequence are online affairs with other users, or “cyberaffairs,” which are romantic
and/or sexual relationships initiated via online contact (Young, 2004). Some of the other
consequences Young (2004) identifies are lost work productivity, social intimidation and
alienation. Although the formation of cyberaffairs through online video gaming and fantasy
sports activity may seem unlikely, the other consequences formed through Internet addiction
addressed by Young (2004) are possible through online video gaming or fantasy sports activity
and therefore require more thorough investigation.
The above literature addresses several aspects and issues found within the online gaming
industry that are directly relatable to fantasy sports activity. Like online gaming, fantasy sports
seems to offer fantasy sports players a form of euphoria or escape that allows participants the
ability to gratify and exert control over a specific area of their lives, especially when they feel
inferior. The amount of time spent by fantasy sports users on fantasy sports activity is also
similar to the time spent by online video gamers playing games and fantasy sports users exhibit
common visible symptoms of addictive behavior. Similar to the research conducted by Porter et
al., (2010) regarding the differences between problem video gamers and non-problem video
gamers, it would be interesting for future research to document the differences between addicted
fantasy sports participants and non-addicted fantasy sports participants. In addition, similar
consequences from obsessive online gaming are also possible as a result of addictive fantasy
sports behavior. Considering how similar the online gaming community and fantasy sports
industry are based on the above research, it was beneficial to use an example of video gaming
behavior within the video documentary project as a comparison to fantasy sports behavior. In
addition, as mentioned by Young (2009) it was important to document the role fantasy sports
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technology plays in contributing to a fantasy sports addiction. The following section addresses
the implications of the above research and what it represents moving forward.
Discussion/Conclusion
After thoroughly investigating the relevant fantasy sports and online gaming literature on
obsessive and addictive behaviors, the research supports the idea that fantasy sports activity and
participation can lead to addictive behavior. What is particularly fascinating is how active
participation in both TFS and DFS leagues can contribute to addictive fantasy sports behavior
when fantasy sports’ gambling is involved. There seems to be limited scholarly research that
documents what an addiction to fantasy sports looks like, how gambling in fantasy sports
contributes to a fantasy sports addiction, as well as what role fantasy sports technology (e.g.,
fantasy sports smartphone apps, fantasy sports websites, etc.) plays in enabling fantasy sports
users’ addiction to fantasy sports activity.
As the above research suggests, fantasy sports participants are searching for an escape
(Farquhar & Meeds 2007; Lee & LeRose, 2007; Young, 2009) from reality and use fantasy
sports as a medium for that escape. In addition, fantasy sports can be used as a form of
compensation for inferior feelings within one’s life (Adler, 1917; Russel et al., 1980 as cited in
Young & de Abreu, 2011). For some individuals, the ability to generate profit via gambling
within fantasy sports leagues may represent different forms of compensation and escape that can
become addictive. Online fantasy sports are exempt from the UIGEA as a form of illegal
gambling because the federal government does not consider fantasy sports as games of chance,
but of skill (Smith, 2013). However, because fantasy sports leagues allow participants the
opportunity to make financial profit by winning season-long fantasy sports leagues or
weekly/daily contests, the opportunity for addictive behavior exists. As Farquhar and Meeds
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(2007) suggest, fantasy sports are addictive for participants in the same way gambling is
addictive in that each activity creates a sense of hope that victory is just around the corner. With
an average of $465 being spent per year by fantasy sports players ages 18 and older on TFS and
DFS leagues, as well as on fantasy sports materials in 2015, which is an increase from only $5 in
2012 (“Fantasy Trade Association,” n.d.), there was a need for a project that documents what
addictive fantasy sports behavior looks like and how the fantasy sports and fantasy sports
technology contribute to a fantasy sports addiction.
To recall my statement of purpose, the video documentary titled, Culture of Fantasy
Sports: An Insider View of Addictive Behavior in Fantasy Sports has two goals: First, the video
project evaluates the claim that a fantasy sports participants’ addiction to fantasy sports activity
is a result of fantasy sports gambling behavior that occurs in both DFS and TFS leagues.
Second, the documentary examines how fantasy sports users interact with fantasy sports
technology, and how fantasy sports technology may contribute to a culture of fantasy sports
addiction. The video also briefly ties in other examples of addictive behaviors within other
industries, specifically, video gaming behavior, as this relates well to the addictive behaviors
exhibited within fantasy sports. Finally, because the above research suggests that an addiction to
online activities like fantasy sports (e.g., online gaming) create potentially negative life
consequences (Young, 2004), the video project identifies professional options where addicted
fantasy sports users can go to receive support. The following research questions are addressed
through the content presented within the completed video documentary project:
RQ1: What role does gambling within fantasy sports have in contributing to an addiction
to fantasy sports?
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RQ2: How does fantasy sports technology contribute to a culture of fantasy sports
addiction?
Contribution and Limitations
The completed video documentary project on fantasy sports addiction contributes to the
field of communication by adding to the area media studies and mass communication. This
project accomplishes this by documenting how and why fantasy sports participants use fantasy
sports media. UGT research also benefits from this study because the project looks specifically
at why fantasy sports participants use certain fantasy sports technology and media, as well as
what they do with technologies like fantasy sports smartphone applications and online fantasy
websites. In addition, the documentary shows that by using these technologies, fantasy sports
users are actively seeking fantasy sports technology to satisfy different needs.
One limitation for this video documentary project is that the interview subjects and
fantasy sports activity footage used for this documentary is representative of the views of those
who play fantasy sports in the Central Wisconsin area. This limits the scope and perspective of
fantasy sports addiction for the purpose of this project to Central Wisconsin. However, because
the Central Wisconsin area is extremely interested in professional football and the Green Bay
Packers and other professional sports, it is worthy of documenting the fantasy sports experiences
of those in the Central Wisconsin area and still provides a reasonable representation of fantasy
sports behavior. In addition, future researchers are able to use the results documented within this
video documentary project as a guide for a more expanded geographical research, which could
document the perspectives of fantasy sports addiction from a regional, national or global
perspective.
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Culture of Fantasy Sports: An Insider View of Addictive Behavior in Fantasy Sports
A documentary treatment by Ben Fischer
Fantasy sports, or games where participants put together their own virtual teams of reallife professional sports players and compete with other fantasy participants’ teams based on the
statistical performances of real-life players' players in actual games, represent a growing form of
professional sports entertainment. The fantasy sports industry attracted an estimated 57 million
North American players in 2015 (“Industry Demographics,” n.d.). Each of those fantasy sports
players spent an average of $465 per year on Traditional Fantasy Sports (TFS) leagues (season
long fantasy sports leagues), Daily Fantasy Sports (DFS) leagues (one week fantasy sports
leagues with no season long commitment required) and materials for fantasy sports (“Industry
demographics,” n.d.). By spending money to enter a fantasy sports league, fantasy sports
participants assume the risk of losing money with the hopes of winning big cash prizes.
However, the chance to make a profit through fantasy sports membership and gambling on
fantasy sports, as well as being exposed to a variety of fantasy sports technologies (e.g., fantasy
sports smartphone application, fantasy sports websites) comes with a price for fantasy sports
users: a culture of addiction to fantasy sports activity.
The purpose of the documentary video project, Culture of Fantasy Sports: An Insider
View of Addictive Behavior in Fantasy Sports (shortened title, Culture of Fantasy Sports) is to
inform viewers through a visual representation what fantasy sports addiction looks like and show
how a participants’ addiction to fantasy sports is fueled by fantasy sports gambling. In addition,
the film looks at how fantasy sports participants use fantasy sports media and technology, and
how that fantasy sports technology helps create a culture of fantasy sports addiction. Culture of
Fantasy Sports also ties in relevant comparisons to online gaming addiction to help elaborate on
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the idea of fantasy sports addiction. Finally, the film identifies options for professional addiction
support for those who have an addiction to fantasy sports, fantasy sports gambling and fantasy
sports technology.
With growing concerns over gambling addiction as suggested by a variety of news
reports, it was important to create a film that investigates the nature of fantasy sports gambling
behavior and how it contributes to a fantasy sports addiction. It was equally as important for the
film to document the process by which fantasy users use fantasy sports media and technology,
how often they use them and for what reasons. Confidential, silhouette-lighted and voice-altered
personal interviews with five fantasy sports players, interviews with two addiction professionals,
fantasy sports commercials, as well as the use video footage from mediated industries among
other sources generated the informational content of Culture of Fantasy Sports.
For example, Culture of Fantasy Sports provides examples of gambling behavior
accounts through several un-identifiable, confidential on-camera interviews with actual fantasy
sports players about the nature of their fantasy activity. Some of those being interviewed
confidentially share their self-admitted obsession to fantasy sports gambling behavior. All
fantasy sports participants share their specific interest for fantasy sports and the different fantasy
sports technology available through their personal experiences. Fantasy interviewees answered
about the amount of time they spend participating in fantasy sports, how much money they
contribute to different types of fantasy sports leagues (e.g., TFS and DFS), how much money
they won or lost playing fantasy sports, whether or not they feel like their participation reflects
addictive behavior, as well as if they have had any negative consequences as a result of addictive
fantasy sports behavior. Additional questions addressed whether or not they see their fantasy
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sports activity as addictive and how fantasy sports could become addictive for someone who is
heavily involved in fantasy sports.
Interview questioning with addiction professionals within the documentary differs from
the interviews with the fantasy sports users for the purpose of the on camera commentary for the
documentary. Culture of Fantasy Sports included two on camera interviews with addiction
specialists from Stevens Point, including Mark Rossano, a Licensed Professional Counselor and
Substance Abuse Counselor through the State of Wisconsin, in addition to Julie Hintzman, a
Psychotherapist, mental health counselor and gambling counselor from Ministry Behavior Health
from Stevens Point, Wisconsin. Both Rossano and Hintzman discuss the nature of fantasy sports
addiction and gambling on fantasy sports, as well as provide important information regarding the
presence of addiction in fantasy sports. Specifically, Rossano and Hintzman cover the extent to
which fantasy sports addiction exists and how it develops over time, how an addiction to fantasy
sports compares to an addiction to other activities like casino gambling and video games, what
role they believe fantasy sports gambling plays in contributing to fantasy sports addiction, the
major signs and consequences of an addiction to fantasy sports gambling, and most importantly,
where those addicted to fantasy sports can go to receive support. Rossano and Hintzman, as well
as the confidential fantasy sports players filled out talent release forms prior to being interviewed
acknowledging their involvement in the project. Fantasy sports players being interviewed were
provided with a description of the project detailing how their interview content is confidential,
through silhouette lightening and voice alteration during post-production to make them nonidentifiable.
Visual footage (BROLL) displaying the addictive behaviors by fantasy sports players is
used in a number of ways relevant to show fantasy sports addiction. A good portion of the
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footage is actual fantasy sports players taking part in fantasy sports activity. For example, a
variety of shot angles show participants using their smart phones, tablets, laptops and other
mobile devices with fantasy sports applications, watching professional sports games on
television, interacting with others who play fantasy sports in competitive ways like yelling,
screaming, making “trash talk” with others. Additional subject footage also includes relatable
examples of addictive behavior from other industries. Specifically, Culture of Fantasy Sports
shows BROLL footage of someone playing a football video game, which is used to compare the
similarities between online gaming addictions and fantasy sports addictions. Manipulated
BROLL from a high school football game (e.g., Gaussian blurred, mid tone exposure altered,
etc.) is used as a backdrop for theme titling to help introduce the various sections of the
documentary (EX: “Fantasy Sports Technology” over a blurred clip of a player making an
interception). This approach not only helps organize the documentary into the various themes
discussed through interviews and BROLL footage, but also helps further visualize the sports
aspect of the documentary. Still photos of a slot machine and an electronic poker machine are
used to compare fantasy sports gambling to general casino gambling. All fantasy sports players
shown on camera playing fantasy sports have signed talent release forms in order to be shown
participating in fantasy sports. Any individual who did not sign a talent release form and is
accidently captured on camera without consent, as well as children caught on camera, were either
be blurred out during post-production, making them un-identifiable, or the footage is not used in
the documentary.
Culture of Fantasy Sports also uses other supplemental visual television material in
addition to any BROLL shot to convey the message of the documentary. A variety of
copyrighted television content with consideration to fair use is used as a way to show audiences
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the magnitude of DFS and fantasy sports in general. For example, the documentary uses a
couple brief 5-10 second portions of FanDuel or DraftKings commercials showing DFS players
enjoying DFS activity to illustrate the push by these companies for player participation. Other
copyrighted television sources include a number of brief 5-10 second shots of fantasy sports
programs like NFL Network Fantasy Live, NBC Sports Fantasy Football Live and NFL
Network’s Red Zone Channel. In addition, the piece uses a variety of brief 5-10 second shots of
different fantasy sports websites from NFL.com, EPSN.com, DraftKings.com and FanDuel.com.
A general fair use disclaimer is provided at the beginning of the documentary, and descriptions
of the source of copyrighted materials used in the film is shown during the credits, in order to
help meet the conditions of fair use of copyrighted material.
The use of this copyrighted content falls under Section 107 of the Copyright Act
Limitations on exclusive rights: Fair use and fit the following criteria: “(1) the purpose and
character of use, including whether such use is of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit
educational purposes; (2) the nature of the copyrighted work; (3) the amount and substantiality of
the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and (4) the effect for the use
upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work,” (“More information on fair
use,” 2015) and therefore are appropriate for use within this project. The project’s purpose for
using copyrighted fantasy sports commercials, fantasy sports websites, and fantasy sports
television programs is educational and is not being used to generate financial profit. The degree
of copyrighted work being used for this project simply provides factual accounts of fantasy
sports technology available for fantasy sports participants. The amount of the copyrighted work
used is a number of individual 5-10 second clip sections at various times during the
documentary, covering sound bites from interviews and illustrating how fantasy sports users
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interact with fantasy sports technology. Finally, the project does not use these materials to
negatively affect the fantasy sports market, but simply to help document what fantasy sports
technology that fantasy sports participants’ use.
Locations for filming interviews and BROLL varied based on the nature of the BROLL
used and availability of interview participants being shot. Confidential fantasy sports player
interviews were shot in various confidential locations of the interview participant’s choice. I
have agreed not to share the location of shooting the fantasy sports user interviews to maintain
full confidentiality. Mark Rossano agreed to interview at his office in Stevens Point, WI, while
Julie Hintzman agreed to interview at her office at Ministry Behavioral Health in Stevens Point,
WI. In terms of locations for shooting BROLL, footage of people watching sports and interacting
with fantasy sports media at Buffalo Wild Wings in Wausau, WI, Milwaukee burger in Wausau,
WI and at a Packer football party at the Home of Larry and Connie Brandenburg in Wausau, WI
provide much of the interactive fantasy sports content. Managers at both Buffalo Wild Wings
and Milwaukee Burger, as well as by Larry and Connie Brandenburg signed location consent
forms. Talent release forms were signed by anyone who was shown on camera at any of those
three locations.
In conjunction with video content, audio content is used for an added aesthetic element,
contributing to the flow of the documentary. All music used in the documentary is free music
downloaded from YouTube Audio Library, with consideration to fair use. Each song track used
from the YouTube Audio Library is credited at the end of the documentary by showing the name
of the song and name of the creator. Additional credit information for some song tracks was
provided in the credits section as required by creative commons licensing. Finally, natural sound
audio of people playing fantasy sports is lowered, but still used at various times to convey the
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landscape of fantasy sports. For example, one scene shows a fantasy player throwing his hat and
yelling, “What did you need?” This additional audio component helps illustrate the nature of
fantasy sports participation. The tone, style and direction of Culture of Fantasy Sports is drawn
from a variety of other sports documentaries viewed prior to development of this project.
Most significant in the approach to this documentary was allowing the story of how
fantasy sports gambling contributes to fantasy sports addiction and how fantasy sports
technology and media contribute to a culture of fantasy sports addiction to be told through the
interviews with five fantasy sports user interview participants, Rossano and Hintzman, as well as
through the sights and sounds of the activity. Other examples of films with a similar style
include Kirk Fraser’s ESPN 30 for 30 documentary Without Bias (2009) that chronicles the life
and death via drug overdose of former Boston Celtics draft pick Len Bias. The documentary
allows interviews with former teammates of Bias, as well as other sports reporters in addition to
911 phone calls and past news reports, to tell the story rather than using a voice track from the
director as commentary (Fraser, 2009). Culture of Fantasy Sports uses a very similar approach.
In addition, the direction of Culture of Fantasy Sports does not simply look at fantasy
sports and what its all about, but how gambling on fantasy can enable an addiction to the activity
and more importantly, where can those suffering from fantasy sports addictions can go for help.
Again, Fraser’s (2009) film is a great example of this, using the example of one famous
individual’s drug overdose to suggest a much larger societal issue for concern. Jeff Tremaine
(2015) directed the ESPN 30 for 30 documentary Angry Sky that uses the example of Nick
Piantanida and his quest to set the World free fall record as a form of inspiration that can be
found through disappointment and tragedy.
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Another great example of different aesthetic approaches that Culture of Fantasy Sports
draws from and follows as a format for presentation is the documentary “Pretend”: Feature
Length L.A.R.P. Documentary (Kibrick, 2013). “Pretend” chronicles the lives of those involved
in Live Action Role Playing (Larp). Interviews are intertwined with actual footage of
participants taking part in Larp activity (Kibrick, 2013). A sort of “dork-geek” subculture is also
introduced as part of the film (Kibrick, 2013). Footage is mostly hand held shot in a
documentary style and the film uses a variety of natural sounds found in Larp activity (Kibrick,
2013). Interviews are sometimes using a lavaliere microphone, while other times the interviews
utilize the on camera microphone, and classical music was also used at various times under
BROLL footage (Kibrick, 2013). The various filming and editing techniques, as well as the
overall approach employed by the “Pretend” documentary is what Culture of Fantasy Sports
follows in order to provide valuable insight into what fantasy sports gambling and technology
use behavior looks like. In addition, it employs different complementary television content (e.g.,
DraftKings and FanDuel commercials, NFL Network, Red Zone Channel, etc.) and online
website content (e.g., ESPN.com, NFL.com, etc.) as supporting material to further illustrate
fantasy sports addictive behavior.
The majority of footage and interviews are shot using a Canon XA25 and a Canon T5i
SLRs via the Information and Technology Department at UWSP or through the UWSP
communication department, respectively. Both support the preferred high definition quality and
allowed for more manual control in regards to exposure, white balance and focus. Both also
allowed for easy transfer and archive of footage onto a password protected hard drive and the
Final Cut Pro X editing software project production folder. In terms of other camera equipment
and software, a fluid head tripod is used for interviews in conjunction with a lighting kit or an
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external light when necessary. For interviews, a lavaliere microphone is used to isolate the
commentary of the interviewee. Final Cut Pro X is the exclusive editing software used for postproduction for Culture of Fantasy Sports.
Final product distribution of Culture of Fantasy Sports is geared towards the fantasy
sports user demographic, but is also available for others less interested in fantasy sports. For a
more general audience, or those less invested in fantasy sports, one form of distribution is via
YouTube. This invites viewing from a number of audiences outside of fantasy sports, but is still
readily available to those interested in fantasy sports overall. To appeal to a more specific
fantasy sports user demographic in the hopes of making a difference in the lives of someone who
has a fantasy sports addiction, an additional distribution platform for the video is Reddit’s
dfsports sub. Utilizing Reddit dfsports sub allows those most interested in fantasy sports the
opportunity to view and share it with others. Additional future distribution includes a variety of
regional or documentary film festivals. The final video documentary project is deposited into the
graduate thesis collection of the University of Wisconsin Stevens Point Library.
Timeline and Length
I began capturing some BROLL footage from Buffalo Wild Wings, Milwaukee Burger,
and Larry and Connie Brandenburg’s residence during November 2015. This footage included:
fantasy sports/football parties or social gatherings. However, I did not collect data or shoot
interviews until after I received IRB approval effective December 10, 2015. Once I received
IRB approval, I began shooting the remainder of my footage, which included confidential
silhouette and voice-altered interviews with fantasy sports players, as well as on-camera
interviews addiction professionals. These interviews were conducted between the end of
December 2015 and the end of January 2016. I also shot much of the copyrighted supplemental
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visual materials between the end of December 2015 and end of January 2016. Most production
for the documentary was completed by late January 2016. Some additional materials were shot
during post-production in February 2016.
I began post-production editing in early February 2016 and wrapped up post-production
by late February 2016, ahead of my initial projection. This time was dedicated to reviewing and
logging interview sound bites, as well as determining how the flow of the story and how the
research would be best presented via editing. Aesthetic decisions made during this time shaped
the final direction of the film and its presentation. A final product of the film is ready for
distribution prior to May 2016. The final length of the film, beginning with the fair use
disclaimer and concluding after the credits section, is 20:32, a little more than five minutes
longer than originally projected.
Timeline Summary List and Length – Project approved by IRB 12/10/15
Final Length: 20:32
1. Pre-production (organizing interviews and BROLL footage opportunities) –
November 2015 through mid-December 2015
2. Production (shooting interviews, BROLL footage and other content to be used in the
film) – December 10th, 2015 through the end of January 2016
3. Post-Production (video editing, file creation for distribution) – Early February 2016
2016 through mid-to-late Febrary 2016.
4. Distribution of Final Video Project (Sharing via Reddit dfsports, YouTube and
Deposit into UWSP graduate Thesis Collection) – Mid-to-late April 2016 and early
May 2016
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Interview Schedule
(Questions for Fantasy Sports Users)
First, I would like to begin by learning more about your previous and current fantasy sports
league experience. Why don’t you begin talking about your background with fantasy sports
activity (when you started and what you currently do with fantasy sports)...

Now I would like to ask questions regarding the nature of your participation and involvement in
fantasy sports activity, including motivations and incentives as part of participating in fantasy
sports leagues, which include Traditional Fantasy Sports (TFS) and/or Daily Fantasy Sports
(DFS)...
Participation/Involvement
•

How many hours per week do you spend participating in fantasy sports?
o What types of activities are you doing when you participate in fantasy sports?
o Do you find yourself repeating the same fantasy sports activity throughout a day?

•

How would you rate your level of involvement with fantasy sports activity (e.g.,
participating, playing in fantasy sports leagues) on a scale from very low to very high or
excessive?
o If very high or excessive:
! Do you think others you play fantasy sports with perceive you as being
obsessed with fantasy sports activity?
! Has your fantasy sports activity caused you or others around you to feel
upset or angry?
o If very low or low:
! Why do you consider your level of involvement in fantasy sports as being
low?

•

Do you ever feel like you are unable to stop playing fantasy sports?
o If yes: Do you feel this is normal behavior for you not to be able to stop playing
fantasy sports?
! If yes: Do you feel like you are able to control of your level of fantasy
sports activity? Please elaborate.
! If no: Do you consider not being able to stop playing fantasy sports a
problem?
• If yes: Have you consulted others (either professional or personal
support from family friends) about your fantasy sports behavior?
If so, who, when and why?
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• If no: (Move onto “Need Fulfillment and Gambling”.).
o If no: Why do you think are you able to stop playing fantasy sports?
I would now like to further discuss some of the reasons why you are participating within fantasy
sports groups/leagues, particularly what it adds to your life or fantasy sports experience.

Need Fulfillment and Gambling
•

What were your reasons for entering a fantasy sports league?
o Were they for competitive purposes, to simulate the experiences of a pro sports
athlete/management, etc? If so, why?
o What have you taken away from your fantasy experience on a personal level?

•

How much money have you spent on fantasy sports league activity (TFS or DFS)?
o Have you won money as a result of playing fantasy sports? If so, how much
money have you won?
o Have you lost money as a result of playing fantasy sports? If so, how much
money have you lost?

•

How would you rate your level of involvement with fantasy sports gambling (e.g.,
placing monetary bets/wagers on fantasy sports games) on a scale from very low to very
high or excessive?
o If level of involvement with fantasy sports gambling is very high or excessive:
! Does your high level of fantasy sports gambling behavior make you feel
like you have a gambling problem?
• If yes: Have you consulted anyone about a problem with fantasy
sports gambling?
• If no: Are you able to keep your gambling behavior under control?
If so, how are you able to?
o If level of involvement with fantasy sports gambling is very low or low:
! Why do you choose not to gamble/gamble minimally on fantasy sports?

•

How has your fantasy league experience and activity helped you realize a goal?
o Did it help you realize a goal you had prior to joining the league? Or did it fulfill
another goal that enfolded during your fantasy sports group/league involvement?
o How did it feel to realize a goal or fulfill a need as part of your fantasy league
involvement?
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Now, I would like to ask you a couple of questions about your experiences with fantasy sports
technology, specifically, fantasy sports websites, fantasy sports mobile phone applications and
fantasy sports television programs….
Fantasy Sports Technology

"

•

How did you first learn about the different fantasy sports websites, mobile phone
applications and all the technology related to fantasy sports?
o Where did you learn about these fantasy sports technologies?
o What are these fantasy sports apps, websites, shows like?

•

How many hours per week on average do you spend using fantasy sports technology
(smartphone applications, fantasy sports websites, watching fantasy sports on TV)?
o Do you feel you are unable to stop checking/updating your fantasy sports lineup
because you have convenient access to your fantasy sports team through fantasy
sports technology?
! If yes: Why do you think you are unable to stop checking/updating your
fantasy sports lineup?
! If no: How are you able to avoid repeated checking/updating your fantasy
sports lineup?
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Interview Schedule
(Questions for Addiction Professionals)
First, I would like to begin by learning more about your expertise with the area of addiction as a
professional. Why don’t you begin talking about your professional background as it relates to
addiction…

Now, I would like to ask you a couple general questions regarding addiction and behavior…
General Behavioral Addiction
•

How do you define addiction as it relates to behaviors exhibited by individuals towards
specific activity (as opposed to substance addiction)?
o What types of activities do think could be classified as addictive?

Next, I would like to ask questions regarding what you know about fantasy sports participation
as it relates to addictive behavior towards fantasy sports…
Addiction and Fantasy Sports
•

Is there potential for fantasy sports to become addictive for fantasy sports participants?
o How does a fantasy sports player become addicted to fantasy sports?
o Is an addiction to fantasy sports similar to substance addiction?

•

What are the consequences of becoming addicted to fantasy sports?
o Are these consequences long-term, short-term?
o Where can someone who has an addiction to fantasy sports go for professional
support?

The next few questions are dedicated to learning more about your understanding of fantasy
sports gambling behavior…
Fantasy Sports and Gambling Addiction
•

How do you define problem gambling?
o What behaviors does someone with a gambling problem show?
o How can highly active fantasy sports participants who spend money on fantasy
sports develop a gambling problem?
o How is fantasy sports gambling similar to other forms of gambling, like gambling
at a casino, for example?

•

What are common behaviors shown by someone who has a gambling addiction?
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o How are the behaviors shown by someone with a gambling addiction similar to
someone with an addiction to gambling on fantasy sports?
•

Where can someone who is a problem gambling and has a gambling addiction go for
professional support?
o What other options does someone with a fantasy gambling problem have for
support? (e.g., family, friends, etc.)

A final area of questioning I would like to ask you involves fantasy sports participants’ use of
fantasy sports technology, specifically, participants’ use of fantasy sports mobile phone
applications, fantasy sports websites, fantasy sports television programs, etc…
Fantasy Sports Technology Use and Addiction
•

What do you know about fantasy sports technology (e.g., fantasy apps, fantasy websites,
and fantasy TV programs)?
o What makes fantasy sports technology appealing to fantasy sports players?
o Have you ever worked with or met anyone who can’t stop using fantasy sports
technology?
o Why do you think it is so difficult to put away or stop using fantasy sports
technology?
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Production Log
Project Culture of Fantasy Sports: An Insider View of Addictive Behavior in
Title: Fantasy Sports
Date

Location Shot

11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings

File Bin Name File Name Duration
Buffalo Wild Wings BDubs1

:40

Description
Two shot of men watching football.

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings BDubs2

:21

Milwaukee Burger

Medium of televisions with football
on.

Buffalo Wild Wings BDubs3

:22

Two shot men watching football.

:35

Medium tight of television with football on.

:18

DraftKings on TV overhead of men watching.

:10

Wide of Bar and TV's.

:19

Rack focus on medium of TVs.

:21

Over the counter on FanDuel commerical.

:14

Close up of cell phone with fantasy score.

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings BDubs4
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings BDubs5
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings BDubs6
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings BDubs7
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings BDubs8
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings cell phone
Milwaukee Burger

score 1

Buffalo Wild Wings cell phone
Milwaukee Burger

Milwaukee Burger

:21

Close up of cell phone with fantasy score.
on it.

:14

score 4

Buffalo Wild Wings covermark

Close up of cell phone with fantasy score.
on it.

score 3

Buffalo Wild Wings cell phone
Milwaukee Burger

:24

score 2

Buffalo Wild Wings cell phone
Milwaukee Burger

on it.

Close up of cell phone with fantasy score.
on it.

:24

Shots of football game on TV.

:5

Friends giving high five.

:14

Pan of TV's in bar area.

rossano1

Buffalo Wild Wings high five
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0023
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0024

1:00 Wide and mediums of people eating.

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0025
Milwaukee Burger

:25

Over the shoulder watching TV.
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Date

Location Shot

11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
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File Bin Name File Name Duration
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0026

Description

:15

Over the shoulder watching TV.

:28

Two shot of men from side.

:00

No shot listed under this file name. File

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0027
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0028
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0029

listed under a different name.
:24

Two shot couple from side.

:27

Two shot father with son (son blurred or

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0030
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0031

cropped) from side.
:36

Shot of TV with game on.

:22

Two shot father with son (son blurred or

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0032
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0033

cropped) from side.
:13

Football on TV

:16

Wide of bar and TVs.

:12

Wide behind couple watching TV's.

:16

Wide of people watching TV.

:14

Close up girl on cellphone.

:40

Behind the back of father and son.

:16

Behind the back of girl on phone at bar.

:22

Slow wide pan of bar.

:14

Tight of man watching game and eating.

:33

Close up of cellphone and fantasy score.

:07

Close up of TV.

:21

Wide pan of TV's in bar.

:00

No shot listed under this file name. File

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0034
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0035
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0036
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0037
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0038
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0039
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0040
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0041
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0042
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0043
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0044
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0045
Milwaukee Burger

listed under a different name.
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Date

Location Shot

11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
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File Bin Name File Name Duration
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0046

Description

:16

Close up of TV.

:13

Medium close of two men talking.

:00

No shot listed under this file name. File

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0047
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0048
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0049

listed under a different name.
:00

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0050

listed under a different name.
:4

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0051

No shot listed under this file name. File
Medium close of multiple tables of people
watching games.

:13

Close pan of people watching football.

:9

Behind head of man watching football.

:13

Close up of TV.

:17

Man cheering touchdown medium, raising

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0052
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0053
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0054
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0055

beer glass.
:21

Wide two-shot of men watching football.

:30

Man cheering touchdown medium, raising

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0056
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0057

beer glass.
:30

Close of TV highlight of touchdown pass.

:16

Medium behind two men watching football.

:10

Behind two-shot of men watching game.

:28

DraftKings commercial wide of bar.

:13

Close up of girl hands on phone.

:10

Low wide of people eating/watching game.

:57

Multiple close-ups of men looking at

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0058
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0059
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0060
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0061
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0062
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0063
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0064

phones.
:23

Over the shoulder of man watching game.

:37

Game highlight on TV of touchdown.

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0065
Milwaukee Burger
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Date

Location Shot

11/8/15 Wausau,WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
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File Bin Name File Name Duration
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0066

:11

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0068

score on cellphone.
:32

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0071

Mulitple shots of man looking at fantasy
sports app on his tablet and smartphone.

:11

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0072

Description
Close up of man looking at fantasy sports

Mulitple shots of man looking at fantasy
sports app on his tablet and smartphone.

:13

Close of football on TV.

:51

Medium behind the back then close

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0073
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0074

of man looking at fantasy sports on phone.
:53

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0075

football at bar.
:09

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0076

Medium wide of people watching football
at bar.

:16

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0077

Low wide shot of people watching

TV football close up then pan to people
watching at bar.

:31

Pan of TVs at bar.

:12

Medium of man looking at phone and

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0078
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0079

watching football.
:15

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0080

with TVs in the background.
:19

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0081

:08
:47

Behind the head of man watching football
on TV.

:26

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0084

Bartender hold up fantasy game sign, then
pan up to TVs.

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0083

Low medium of man watching football
with TVs in the background.

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0082

Low medium of man watching football

Medium wide of football on TV and woman
looking at camera celebrating.

:12

Medium of people talking at bar.

:27

Close behind the head of woman looking

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0085
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0086

at phone.
:28

Side shot of man watching football.

:39

Close of man looking at phone and close

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0087
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0088
Milwaukee Burger

of phone in his hands with fantasy sports.
:18

Close up of fantasy score on phone.
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Date

Location Shot

11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Milwaukee Burger
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI

52

File Bin Name File Name Duration
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0089

:28

Milwaukee Burger

Description
Close of someone looking at fantasy sports
on a tablet.

Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0090

:23

Medium of DraftKings commercial on TV.

:59

Two shot of couple talking at bar.

:26

Behind the head of man looking up at

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0091
Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0096
Milwaukee Burger

football on TV.

Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0097

:18

Two shot behind of couple talking at bar.

:23

Wide shot of people checking out their

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0098
Milwaukee Burger

phones at bar.

Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0099

:18

Milwaukee Burger

Extreme close of tablet screen showing
fantasy football players.

Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0100

1:29 Multiple shots of men looking at fantasy

Milwaukee Burger

sports on their smartphones.

Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0101

:17

Close of fantasy sports on smartphone.

:14

Close of fantasy sports on smartphone.

MVI_0204

:15

Close up of man watching TV.

MVI_0205

:13

Close up of football game on TV.

MVI_0206

:35

Multiple shot of man looking at fantasy

Milwaukee Burger
Buffalo Wild Wings MVI_0102
Milwaukee Burger
Connie and
Larry's
Connie and
Larry's
Connie and
Larry's
Connie and

sports on tablet, close of tablet.
MVI_0207

:29

Larry's
Connie and

Close shot of fantasy sports on tablet
screen.

MVI_0208

:22

Woman looking at cell phone medium.

MVI_0209

:17

Close of man watching football on TV.

MVI_0210

:11

Close of man eating, watching football

Larry's
Connie and
Larry's
Connie and
Larry's
Connie and

on TV.
MVI_0211

1:07 Multiple shot of man looking at fantasy

Larry's
Connie and

sports on smartphone.
MVI_0212

:29

Larry's
Connie and
Larry's

Low medium shot, and tight shots of man
sitting in chair and looking at fantasy sports.

MVI_0213

:37

Above shot of man looking at fantasy sports
on smartphone.

Running Head: CULTURE OF

Date

Location Shot

11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
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File Bin Name File Name Duration
Connie and

Description

MVI_0214

:56

Close up of fantasy sports on smartphone.

MVI_0215

:44

Low wide shot of people watching football

MVI_0216

:22

Larry's
Connie and
Larry's
Connie and

on TV.

Larry's
Connie and

football on TV, woman on cellphone.
MVI_0217

:04

Larry's
Connie and

Shot of screen, fantasy sports app not
working in this case.

MVI_0218

:23

Larry's
Connie and

Medium shots of different people watching

Multiple shots of man looking at fantasy
sports on tablet.

MVI_0219

:20

Close up of football game on tablet.

MVI_0220

:12

Side close up shot of tablet on man's lap.

MVI_0221

:13

Close up of man looking concerned, and

Larry's
Connie and
Larry's
Connie and
Larry's
Connie and

twirling mustache.
MVI_0222

:13

MVI_0223

:11

Larry's
Connie and

watching football on TV.

Larry's
Connie and

MVI_0224

:7

MVI_0225

:17

Wide shot of group of men watching
football on TV.

MVI_0226

:20

Larry's
Connie and

Wide shot of group of men watching
football on TV.

Larry's
Connie and

Close up of man throwing phone down in
disgust.

Larry's
Connie and

Close up of man looking concerned while

Wide shot of group of men watching
football on TV.

MVI_0227

:18

Shot of touchdown pass on TV.

MVI_0228

:11

Medium of men watching football, and

Larry's
Connie and
Larry's
Connie and

one crossing fingers for good luck.
MVI_0229

:27

Larry's
Connie and

on TV.
MVI_0230

:08

Larry's
Connie and

Low medium of men watching football
Medium one-shot of man sitting back
looking converend while watching football.

MVI_0231

:14

Medium one-shot of man watching football.

MVI_0232

:13

Pan from man watching football to game.

Larry's
Connie and
Larry's
Connie and

What did you

Larry's

need??

1:06 Shot of man getting mad when missed
fieldgoal. Multiple zooms, pans.

Running Head: CULTURE OF

Date

Location Shot

1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home
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File Bin Name File Name Duration
Draft Kings

MVI_0057

:16

Website
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Draft Kings

website.
MVI_0058

:17

MVI_0059

:14

Website
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Draft Kings
Draft Kings

Medium of computer screen of DraftKings
website.

Website
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Description
Wide of computer screen of DraftKings

Medium of advertisement from DraftKings
website.

MVI_0060

:24

Medium of "entry" for DraftKings website.

MVI_0061

:33

Wide of deposit screen on DraftKings

Website
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Draft Kings
Website

1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Draft Kings

website.
MVI_0062

:21

Website
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Draft Kings

website.
MVI_0063

1:22 Wide of different contests on DraftKings

Website
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Draft Kings

website.
MVI_0064

:48

Website
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Draft Kings
Draft Kings

MVI_0065

:15

MVI_0066

:21

Draft Kings
Draft Kings

MVI_0067

:22

MVI_0068

:27

Draft Kings
Draft Kings

Wide of summary of daily fantasy sports
contest on DraftKings website.

MVI_0069

1:07 Scolling medium on screen of different

Website
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Wide of summary of daily fantasy sports
contest on DraftKings website.

Website
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Wide of summary of daily fantasy sports
contest on DraftKings website.

Website
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Close of summary of daily fantasy sports
contest on DraftKings website.

Website
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Medium of different payouts on DraftKings
website.

Website
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Close up of deposit screen on DraftKings

daily fantasy sports contests on DraftKings.
MVI_0070

:23

Medium of advertisements from DraftKings

MVI_0071

:30

Close up of scrolling daily fantasy sports

Website
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Draft Kings
Website

1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Draft Kings

contests on DraftKings website.
MVI_0072

:22

Website
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Draft Kings

website.
MVI_0073

:24

Website
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Draft Kings
Draft Kings

MVI_0074

:11

MVI_0075

:20

Draft Kings
Website

Close up of advertisement on DraftKings
website.

Website
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Scolling medium on screen of different
daily fantasy sports options on DraftKings.

Website
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Close up of DraftKings logo on DraftKings

Pan of different professional sports options
on DraftKings website.

MVI_0076

:19

Close up of million dollar adverstisement on
DraftKings website.

Running Head: CULTURE OF

Date

Location Shot

1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home
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File Bin Name File Name Duration
Draft Kings

MVI_0077

Website
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Draft Kings

sports leagues on DraftKings website.
MVI_0078

:27

MVI_0415

:31

Website
2/17/16 Ben Fischer Home

Draft Kings
Draft Kings
Draft Kings

Behind the head shot of man watching
football/fantasy information on TV.

MVI_0416

1:55 Behind the head shot of man watching

Website
2/17/16 Ben Fischer Home

Wide of summary for daily fantasy sports
contest on DraftKings website.

Website
2/17/16 Ben Fischer Home

Description

1:45 Close up of scolling of varrious daily fantasy

football/fantasy information on TV.
MVI_0417

:43

Close up of fantasy sports on TV.

Website
2/17/16 Ben Fischer Home

Draft Kings

MVI_0418

1:21 Close up of man using ESPN fantasy football

Website
2/17/16 Ben Fischer Home

Draft Kings

app on his smartphone.
MVI_0419

:06

Website
2/17/16 Ben Fischer Home

Draft Kings

with football on in the background.
MVI_0420

1:27 Medium-wide of man using smartphone

Website
2/17/16 Ben Fischer Home

Draft Kings

with football on in the background.
MVI_0421

1:29 Close up of smartphone, man scrolling

MVI_0422

2:50 Over the shoulder, man watching fantasy

Website
2/17/16 Ben Fischer Home

Draft Kings

through different daily fantasy sports.

Website
2/17/16 Ben Fischer Home

Draft Kings

sports on TV.
MVI_0423

:13

Website
2/17/16 Ben Fischer Home

Draft Kings
Draft Kings

1:05 Close up of man looking at daily fantasy
contests on smartphone. Extreme close.

MVI_0425

:55

Website
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Fantasy Football
Fantasy Football

MVI_0407

1:26 NBC Sports Network coverage of a fantasy
sports program with various shots.

MVI_0408

1:22 NBC Sports Network coverage of a fantasy

Live BROLL
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Fantasy Football

sports program with various shots.
MVI_0409

2:10 NBC Sports Network coverage of a fantasy

Live BROLL
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Fantasy Football

sports program with various shots.
MVI_0410

Live BROLL
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Fantasy Football
Fantasy Football
Fantasy Football
Live BROLL

NBC Sports Network coverage of a fantasy

MVI_0411

1:40 NBC Sports Network coverage of a fantasy

MVI_0412

4:12 NBC Sports Network coverage of a fantasy

sports program with various shots.

Live BROLL
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

:38

sports program with various shots.

Live BROLL
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Extreme close of FanDuel app on a
smartphone.

Live BROLL
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Close up of man looking at daily fantasy
contests on smartphone.

MVI_0424

Website
2/17/16 Ben Fischer Home

Medium-wide of man using smartphone

sports program with various shots.
MVI_0413

2:12 NBC Sports Network coverage of a fantasy
sports program with various shots.

Running Head: CULTURE OF

Date

Location Shot

1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home
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File Bin Name File Name Duration
Fantasy Football

MVI_0414

Live BROLL
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Fantasy Football

sports program with various shots.
MVI_0415

1:14 NBC Sports Network coverage of a fantasy

MVI_0416

2:51 NFL Network coverage of NFL Fantasy Live

Live BROLL
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Fantasy

sports program with various shots.

Live BROLL
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Fantasy

program with various shots.
MVI_0418

:22

Live BROLL
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Fantasy

1/31/16 Provided by
text from friend
1/31/16 Provided by

MVI_0419

2:24 NFL Network coverage of NFL Fantasy Live

text from friend
2/15/16 Provided by
text from friend
2/16/16 Ben Fischer Home
2/16/16 Ben Fischer Home

program with various shots.

Fantasy

Draft Kings

Live BROLL

Commerical

Gambling pics

Gambling pic :10

and video
Gambling pics

:37

1
2
lotterypic

:10

and video

Verbal permission granted.
1:17 Close up of game console controller with

and video

controller

Gambling pics

MVI_0404

5:09 Various shots of playing a Madden '16

MVI_0405

5:32 Various shots of playing a Madden '16

someone playing a game.

Gambling pics

video game.

Gambling pics

video game.
MVI_0406

3:52 Various shots of playing a Madden '16

Gambling pics

video game.
MVI_0408

7:31 Various shots of playing a Madden '16

and video
2/16/16 Ben Fischer Home

Gambling pics

video game.
MVI_0409

2:53 Various shots of playing a Madden '16

and video
2/16/16 Ben Fischer Home

Gambling pics

video game.
MVI_0410

5:33 Various shots of playing a Madden '16

and video
2/16/16 Ben Fischer Home

Gambling pics

video game.
MVI_0411

and video
2/16/16 Ben Fischer Home

Gambling pics
Gambling pics

Various shots of playing a Madden '16

MVI_0412

5:32 Various shots of playing a Madden '16

MVI_0413

4:54 Various shots of playing a Madden '16

video game.

and video
2/16/16 Ben Fischer Home

:48

video game.

and video
2/16/16 Ben Fischer Home

Still image of PowerBall lottery ticket.

close up

and video
2/16/16 Ben Fischer Home

Still image of slots at casino.

Gambling pics

and video
2/16/16 Ben Fischer Home

Still image of electronic gambling poker

Verbal permission granted.

and video
2/16/16 Ben Fischer Home

DraftKings Commerical.

machine. Verbal permission granted.

Gambling pic :10

and video
Gambling pics

NFL Network coverage of NFL Fantasy Live
program with various shots.

Live BROLL
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Description

1:23 NBC Sports Network coverage of a fantasy

video game.

Gambling pics

Over the

and video

shoulder

14:52 Various shots of playing a Madden '16
video game.

Running Head: CULTURE OF

Date

Location Shot

2/18/16 Ben Fischer Home
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File Bin Name File Name Duration
Gambling pics

Description

MVI_0426

:34

Pills being poured onto a desk.

MVI_0427

:35

Pills being poured onto a desk.

and video
2/18/16 Ben Fischer Home

Gambling pics
and video

2/21/16 Ben Fischer Home

Gambling pics

MVI_0428

2:25 Wisconsin Council on Problem Gambling

and video
2/21/16 Ben Fischer Home

Gambling pics

website.
MVI_0429

1:11 Gambler's anonymous website.

MVI_0430

1:59 Typing Mental Health Counseling into

and video
2/21/16 Ben Fischer Home

Gambling pics
and video

2/21/16 Ben Fischer Home

Gambling pics

google.com.
MVI_0431

:42

Close up of typing hands on keyboard.

and video
2/21/16 Ben Fischer Home

Gambling pics

MVI_0432

and video
2/21/16 Ben Fischer Home

Gambling pics

1:37 National Council on Problem Gambling
website.

MVI_0433

1:03 Ministry Behavioral Health website.

and video
11/8/15 Wausau, WI

GoProFootage

GOPRO0001 :35

GoProFootage

GOPRO0002 :31

GoProFootage

GOPRO0003

1:55 First person POV of looking at crowd at bar.

GoProFootage

GOPRO0004

1:10 First person POV of using ESPN fantasy app

Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau, WI

First person POV of using ESPN fantasy
football app on smartphone.
First person POV of walking around bar.

Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau, WI
Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau, WI

on smartphone while watching football.
GoProFootage

GOPRO0005 :31

Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau, WI

on smartphone while watching football.
GoProFootage

GOPRO0006 :13

Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau, WI

GoProFootage

GOPRO0007 :38

GoProFootage

GOPRO0008 :22

GoProFootage

GOPRO0009

GoProFootage

GOPRO0010 :45

GoProFootage

GOPRO0011 :55

Brandeburg, WI

First person POV of using ESPN fantasy app
at bar.

Milwaukee Burger
11/15/15 Larry and Connie

1:11 First person POV of using ESPN fantasy app
at bar.

Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI

First person POV of using ESPN fantasy
app while looking up at TV.

Milwaukee Burger
11/8/15 Wausau, WI

First person POV of using ESPN fantasy
app while looking up at TV.

Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau, WI

First person POV of looking up at football.
on tv.

Buffalo Wild Wings
11/8/15 Wausau, WI

First person POV of using NFL fantasy app

First person POV comparing fantasy apps
with another smartphone.

GoProFootage

connieandlarr :40
ynflfantasy1

First person POV of using NFL fantasy app.

Running Head: CULTURE OF

Date

Location Shot

11/15/15 Larry and Connie
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File Bin Name File Name Duration
GoProFootage

GOPRO0012 :36

Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie

football game on TV.
GoProFootage

GOPRO0013 :54

GoProFootage

GOPRO0014 :10

Still image of fantasy sports on smartphone.

GoProFootage

GOPRO0015 :10

Still image of fantasy sports on smartphone.

GoProFootage

GOPRO0017 :38

First person POV of watching a man on his

Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie

Description
First person POV of watching people watch
First person POV of watching a man on his
tablet look at fantasy sports app.

Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie
Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie

tablet look at fantasy sports app.
GoProFootage

GOPRO0018 :53

Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie

people looking at fantasy apps, watch game.
GoProFootage

GOPRO0019 :22

Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie

GoProFootage

GOPRO0020 :22

GoProFootage

GOPRO0021 :17

GoProFootage

GOPRO0022 :22

GoProFootage

GOPRO0023

High School

602_0001_01 :16

High School
High School

602_0002_01 :19

High School

602_0003_01 :23

High School

602_0004_01 :09

High School

602_0005_01 :13

High School

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

602_0006_01 :42

BROLL
8/21/15 Greenwood, WI

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

BROLL
8/21/15 Greenwood, WI

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

BROLL
8/21/15 Greenwood, WI

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

BROLL
8/21/15 Greenwood, WI

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

BROLL
8/21/15 Greenwood, WI

1:19 First person POV wide of people watching
football on TV. Man gets angry, throws hat.

BROLL
8/21/15 Greenwood, WI

First person POV wide of people watching
football on TV.

Brandeburg, WI
8/21/15 Greenwood, WI

First person POV wide of people watching
football on TV.

Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie

First person POV wide of people watching
football on TV.

Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie

First person POV from above watching
a man on his fantasy sports app.

Brandeburg, WI
11/15/15 Larry and Connie

First person POV from above watching

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

602_0007_01 :03

Color bars.

602_0008_01 :02

Wisconsin High School football highlights to

BROLL
8/21/15 Greenwood, WI

High School
BROLL

8/21/15 Greenwood, WI

High School
BROLL

be blurred.
602_0009_01 :28

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

Running Head: CULTURE OF

Date

Location Shot

8/21/15 Greenwood, WI
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File Bin Name File Name Duration
High School

Description

602_0010_01 :02

Color bars.

602_0011_01 :09

Wisconsin High School football highlights to

BROLL
8/21/15 Greenwood, WI

High School
BROLL

8/21/15 Greenwood, WI

High School

be blurred.
602_0012_01 :13

BROLL
8/21/15 Greenwood, WI

High School

be blurred.
602_0013_01 :23

BROLL
8/21/15 Greenwood, WI

High School

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

602_0014_01 :03

Color bars.

602_0015_01 :14

Wisconsin High School football highlights to

BROLL
8/21/15 Greenwood, WI

High School
BROLL

8/21/15 Greenwood, WI

High School

be blurred.
602_0016_01 :13

BROLL
8/21/15 Greenwood, WI

High School

be blurred.
602_0017_01 :14

BROLL
8/21/15 Greenwood, WI

High School
High School

602_0018_01 :17

High School
High School

602_0020_01 :05

High School
High School

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

602_022_01

BROLL
8/21/15 Greenwood, WI

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

602_0021_01 :16

BROLL
8/21/15 Greenwood, WI

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

BROLL
8/21/15 Greenwood, WI

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

602_0019_01 :15

BROLL
8/21/15 Greenwood, WI

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

BROLL
8/21/15 Greenwood, WI

Wisconsin High School football highlights to

1:03 Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

602_0023_01 :02

Color bars.

602_0024_01 :13

Wisconsin High School football highlights to

BROLL
8/21/15 Loyal, WI

High School
BROLL

8/21/15 Loyal, WI

High School

be blurred.
602_0025_01 :07

BROLL
8/21/15 Loyal, WI

High School

be blurred.
602_0026_01 :06

BROLL
8/21/15 Loyal, WI

High School
High School

602_0027_01 :10

High School
BROLL

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

602_0028_01 :23

BROLL
8/21/15 Loyal, WI

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

BROLL
8/21/15 Loyal, WI

Wisconsin High School football highlights to

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

602_0029_01 :03

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

Running Head: CULTURE OF

Date

Location Shot

8/21/15 Loyal, WI

60

File Bin Name File Name Duration
High School

602_0030_01 :11

BROLL
8/21/15 Loyal, WI

High School

be blurred.
602_0031_01 :12

BROLL
8/21/15 Loyal, WI

High School
High School
High School

602_0033_01 :18

High School

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

602_0034_01 :30

BROLL
8/21/15 Loyal, WI

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

BROLL
8/21/15 Loyal, WI

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

602_0032_01 :09

BROLL
8/21/15 Loyal, WI

Description
Wisconsin High School football highlights to

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

602_0035_01 :04

Color bars.

602_0036_01 :28

Wisconsin High School football highlights to

BROLL
8/21/15 Loyal, WI

High School
BROLL

8/21/15 Loyal, WI

High School

be blurred.
602_0037_01 :04

Color bars.

602_0038_01 :14

Wisconsin High School football highlights to

BROLL
8/21/15 Loyal, WI

High School
BROLL

8/21/15 Loyal, WI

High School

be blurred.
602_0039_01 :17

BROLL
8/21/15 Loyal, WI

High School

be blurred.
602_0040_01 :12

BROLL
8/21/15 Loyal, WI

High School
High School
High School

602_0042_01 :15

High School

602_0043_01 :11

High School

602_0044_01 :16

High School

602_0045_01 :15

High School

602_0046_01 :15

High School

602_0047_01 :11

High School
BROLL

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

602_0048_01 :20

BROLL
8/21/15 Loyal, WI

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

BROLL
8/21/15 Loyal, WI

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

BROLL
8/21/15 Loyal, WI

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

BROLL
8/21/15 Loyal, WI

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

BROLL
8/21/15 Loyal, WI

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

BROLL
8/21/15 Loyal, WI

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

BROLL
8/21/15 Loyal, WI

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

602_0041_01 :22

BROLL
8/21/15 Loyal, WI

Wisconsin High School football highlights to

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

602_0049_01 :15

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

Running Head: CULTURE OF

Date

Location Shot

8/21/15 Loyal, WI
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File Bin Name File Name Duration
High School

602_0050_01 :42

BROLL
8/21/15 Loyal, WI

High School

Description
Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

602_0051_01 :02

Color bars.

602_0052_01 :12

Wisconsin High School football highlights to

BROLL
8/21/15 Loyal, WI

High School
BROLL

8/21/15 Loyal, WI

High School

be blurred.
602_0053_01 :20

BROLL
8/21/15 Loyal, WI

High School

be blurred.
602_0054_01 :04

BROLL
2/3/15 Downloaded from

Music

Youtube Audio Lib.
2/3/15 Downloaded from

Air_Hockey_

4:38 Musical track for consideration for using
with video project.

Barge

2:09 Musical track for consideration for using

Youtube Audio Lib.
2/3/15 Downloaded from

with video project.
Music

Youtube Audio Lib.
2/3/15 Downloaded from

Bubblegum_

2:06 Musical track for consideration for using

Ballgam
Music

Youtube Audio Lib.
2/3/15 Downloaded from

with video project.

Comfortable_

1:06 Musical track for consideration for using

Mystery_3
Music

with video project.

Cool_Ride

3:33 Musical track for consideration for using

Youtube Audio Lib.
2/3/15 Downloaded from

with video project.
Music

Youtube Audio Lib.
2/3/15 Downloaded from

Darkening_

2:12 Musical track for consideration for using

Developments
Music

with video project.

Darkest_Child

3:58 Musical track for consideration for using

Youtube Audio Lib.
2/3/15 Downloaded from

with video project.
Music

Youtube Audio Lib.
2/3/15 Downloaded from

If_I_Had_A_

2:30 Musical track for consideration for using

Chicken
Music

with video project.

North

2:19 Musical track for consideration for using

Youtube Audio Lib.
2/3/15 Downloaded from

with video project.
Music

Youtube Audio Lib.
2/3/15 Downloaded from

Reasons_to_

3:11 Musical track for consideration for using

Smile
Music

Youtube Audio Lib.
2/3/15 Downloaded from

with video project.

Strolling_

2:22 Musical track for consideration for using

Through
Music

with video project.

Ticker

3:03 Musical track for consideration for using

Youtube Audio Lib.
2/3/15 Downloaded from

with video project.
Music

Vespers

3:18 Musical track for consideration for using

Music

We_Were_

2:32 Musical track for consideration for using

Youtube Audio Lib.
2/3/15 Downloaded from

with video project.

Youtube Audio Lib.
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Wisconsin High School football highlights to
be blurred.

Saloon
Music

Wisconsin High School football highlights to

Once_Kings
Other Fantasy
Websites

MVI_0041

with video project.
:27

Various shots of ESPN/NFL Fantasy Sports
websites.

Running Head: CULTURE OF

Date

Location Shot

1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home
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File Bin Name File Name Duration
Other Fantasy

MVI_0042

:37

Websites
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Other Fantasy

websites.
MVI_0043

:52

MVI_0044

:15

Websites
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Other Fantasy
Other Fantasy
Other Fantasy

MVI_0045

:13

Other Fantasy

MVI_0046

:31

Other Fantasy

MVI_0047

:28

Other Fantasy

MVI_0048

:12

Other Fantasy

MVI_0049

:47

Other Fantasy

MVI_0050

:50

MVI_0051

:17

Other Fantasy
Other Fantasy

MVI_0052

:28

MVI_0053

:19

Other Fantasy
Other Fantasy

MVI_0054

1:57 Various shots of ESPN/NFL Fantasy Sports
websites.

MVI_0055

:18

Websites
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Other Fantasy
Other Fantasy

MVI_0056

:28

Redzone Channel

Various shots of ESPN/NFL Fantasy Sports
websites.

MVI_0414

2:12 Various shots of ESPN/NFL Fantasy Sports

Websites
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Various shots of ESPN/NFL Fantasy Sports
websites.

Websites
2/16/16 Ben Fischer Home

Various shots of ESPN/NFL Fantasy Sports
websites.

Websites
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Various shots of ESPN/NFL Fantasy Sports
websites.

Websites
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Various shots of ESPN/NFL Fantasy Sports
websites.

Websites
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Various shots of ESPN/NFL Fantasy Sports
websites.

Websites
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Various shots of ESPN/NFL Fantasy Sports
websites.

Websites
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Various shots of ESPN/NFL Fantasy Sports
websites.

Websites
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Various shots of ESPN/NFL Fantasy Sports
websites.

Websites
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Various shots of ESPN/NFL Fantasy Sports
websites.

Websites
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Various shots of ESPN/NFL Fantasy Sports
websites.

Websites
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Various shots of ESPN/NFL Fantasy Sports
websites.

Websites
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Various shots of ESPN/NFL Fantasy Sports
websites.

Websites
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Description
Various shots of ESPN/NFL Fantasy Sports

websites.
MVI_0021

1:12 Various shots of NFL Network's RedZone
Channel coverage.

1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Redzone Channel

MVI_0022

1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Redzone Channel

MVI_0023

:40

Various shots of NFL Network's RedZone
Channel coverage.
3:14 Various shots of NFL Network's RedZone
Channel coverage.

1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Redzone Channel

MVI_0024

1:21 Various shots of NFL Network's RedZone
Channel coverage.

Running Head: CULTURE OF

Date

Location Shot

1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

63

File Bin Name File Name Duration
Redzone Channel

MVI_0025

Description

1:15 Various shots of NFL Network's RedZone
Channel coverage.

1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Redzone Channel

MVI_0026

1:46 Various shots of NFL Network's RedZone

1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Redzone Channel

MVI_0027

2:04 Various shots of NFL Network's RedZone

Channel coverage.
Channel coverage.
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Redzone Channel

MVI_0028

1:14 Various shots of NFL Network's RedZone
Channel coverage.

1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Redzone Channel

MVI_0029

1:21 Various shots of NFL Network's RedZone
Channel coverage.

1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Redzone Channel

MVI_0030

1:15 Various shots of NFL Network's RedZone
Channel coverage.

1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Redzone Channel

MVI_0031

:45

Various shots of NFL Network's RedZone
Channel coverage.

1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Redzone Channel

MVI_0032

1:11 Various shots of NFL Network's RedZone
Channel coverage.

1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Redzone Channel

MVI_0033

3:09 Various shots of NFL Network's RedZone

1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Redzone Channel

MVI_0034

1:15 Various shots of NFL Network's RedZone

Channel coverage.
Channel coverage.
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Redzone Channel

MVI_0035

1:00 Various shots of NFL Network's RedZone

1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Redzone Channel

MVI_0036

1:14 Various shots of NFL Network's RedZone

Channel coverage.
Channel coverage.
1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Redzone Channel

MVI_0037

:50

Various shots of NFL Network's RedZone
Channel coverage.

1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Redzone Channel

MVI_0038

1:49 Various shots of NFL Network's RedZone
Channel coverage.

1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Redzone Channel

MVI_0039

2:07 Various shots of NFL Network's RedZone
Channel coverage.

1/12/16 Ben Fischer Home

Redzone Channel

MVI_0040

6:59 Various shots of NFL Network's RedZone
Channel coverage.

1/11/16 Rossano Office
1/14/16 Minsitry
Behavioral Health
1/14/16 Minsitry
Behavioral Health
1/12/16 Confidential
Location

Addiction Expert

Rossano

Interviews

sot

Addiction Expert

Hintzman

Interviews

sot 1

Addiction Expert

Hintzman

Interviews

sot 2

Fantasy User

FSU 1.1

Interviews

31:39:00 Interview with Mark Rossano regarding
addcition and fantasy sports.
33:48:00 Interview with Julie Hintzman regarding
addcition and fantasy sports.
7:18 Interview with Julie Hintzman regarding
addcition and fantasy sports.
20:11 Confidential, silhoutte lighted interview with
fantasy sports participant.

Running Head: CULTURE OF

Date

Location Shot

1/22/16 Confidential
Location
1/22/16 Confidential
Location
1/25/16 Confidential
Location
1/26/16 Confidential
Location
1/26/16 Confidential
Location
1/26/16 Confidential
Location
1/26/16 Confidential
Location
1/26/16 Confidential
Location

64

File Bin Name File Name Duration
Fantasy User

FSU 2.1

Interviews
Fantasy User

fantasy sports participant.
FSU 2.2

13:27 Confidential, silhoutte lighted interview with

FSU 3.1

29:37:00 Confidential, silhoutte lighted interview with

Interviews
Fantasy User

fantasy sports participant.

Interviews
Fantasy User

fantasy sports participant.
FSU 4.1

Interviews
Fantasy User

FSU 4.2
FSU 5.1

Interviews

10:00 Confidential, silhoutte lighted interview with
fantasy sports participant.

FSU 5.2

Interviews
Fantasy User

7:29 Confidential, silhoutte lighted interview with
fantasy sports participant.

Interviews
Fantasy User

33:55:00 Confidential, silhoutte lighted interview with
fantasy sports participant.

Interviews
Fantasy User

Description

33:55:00 Confidential, silhoutte lighted interview with

8:34 Confidential, silhoutte lighted interview with
fantasy sports participant.

FSU 5.3

8:18 Confidential, silhoutte lighted interview with
fantasy sports participant.

